Spring 2020 Development Seminar Recording Available | SEA

02/18/2020

All SEA members were invited to join us for the SEA Spring Development Seminar featuring Jeannie Johnson, Associate Professor in the Political Science Department at USU. Dr. Johnson worked within the Central Intelligence Agency’s Directorate of Intelligence as a member of the Balkan Task Force from 1998-1999 and served with the US State Department in Embassies Paris and Zagreb. Relearn and share what you learned with this video recording of the seminar!

Spies, special forces, and diplomats: Blind spots abroad and lessons for the workplace

Originally held Friday, February 28, 2020 from 10:30-11:30 a.m. in the TSC East Ballroom.

//www.youtube.com/embed/HJs03TnOUZk100px;0

American blindspots—born of American culture and national experience—are noticed most acutely when operating abroad, but also influence the decisions we make in work and home life. Recognizing these allows us to evaluate the benefits and potential pitfalls of the way of life we know as “American."

Special thanks to USU Student Media, Blue Light Media for making broadcast and recording of this event possible!